Day workshop with the marmots guided by @murmeltierfotos.de (Martina
Gebert) and @Piet_Flosse (Peter Maier).

Murmele mit Herz …
Description
“Award winning nature photographer meets social
media professional & content creator”
Do you want to get to know marmots and take
beautiful photos? Then you are exactly right here!
Here you get the best of both worlds!
We spend a great day with our cute models, the
marmots on the Grossglockner High Alpine Road and
take cool photos and maybe videos.
I (Martina Gebert) have been photographing the
animals for 10 years for calendars and postcards etc.
and will support you with a lot of tips and tricks. You
will learn all about "my" marmot family, learn how best
to get good photos and – if you don’t know already learn the basics of photography.
Peter shows you his approach to photography, tells
how to quickly create cool stories for social media and
will also accompany the whole thing with video. You
will then get the story as a reminder or to share!
We also have someone to help us attract and arrange
the animals.
So: whether you are a hobby photographer with a dslr camera or are more interested in the marmots
and take souvenir photos with your mobile phone: After the day you will bring a lot of great photos,
helpful tips and wonderful memories home with you!
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Tips for animal photography
Dealing with animal models, especially marmots
Individual photographic basics depending on the level of knowledge in theory and
practice
Everything about "my" marmot family
Fast processing of results for social media

Events
Look at my homepage

Procedure
We meet at 8:00 a.m. at Kaiser Franz Josef Höhe. After
getting to know each other briefly, we start right away
with the first photos. We are happy to try to implement
your ideas!
Experience has shown that it gets fuller and the marmots
no longer participate, so we discuss the theory a little on
site and questions can be asked.
After an extensive lunch, we would also have a seminar
room available. We could do a picture review there if
desired, alternatively I show a few other interesting photo
spots on the Grossglockner High Alpine Road.
In the afternoon we continue with the marmots, we
implement what we have learned and maybe try to film a little more with a cell phone or camera.
We stay until the marmots withdraw.

Notes
We are outside in any weather, especially in “bad” conditions, special situations can arise. Therefore,
please dress appropriately for the outdoors.
We are in the high mountains! Even if we do not climb or hike far, sturdy footwear, outdoorappropriate and warm clothing and good sun protection are absolutely necessary. Please also note
that it can be significantly colder at this altitude.
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Subscriber
6-8

Costs
199, - € incl. VAT
The price does not include the cost of travel, food and
the tolls for the “Grossglockner High Alpine Road” (37
€).
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